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This weekend Mr. Rob van der
Heide of Dakar, Senegal, Africa,
and a member of CIMADE: Com-it- e
InterMouvements Aupres Des
Evacues, will be on campus.
Now on vacation, Mr. van der
Heide has been invited to have
a conference with Dr. Paul Til-licThis month he is speaking
at Yale, Smith, M.I .T., Rutgers,
New York University, Columbia
and Brooklyn University.
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no occult symbolism in
fact, it is guaranteed to demand rise to new heights of dramatic
absolutely no intellectual exertion distinction.
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HAMMING IT UP

A Hollander, Mr. van der Heide
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Africa
In North Africa CIMADE main-tain- s
a team in Algiers which lives
in the midst of Moslems. Eleven
workers divide among themselves
the resDonsibilitv for the local
community, student work and
visits to displaced persons.
In French West Africa, CIMADE has equipped a post in
Dakar, in close contact with the
people. Trachoma and other diseases are treated in. a dispensary
by registered nurses, while other
team members conduct a community center for people of all ages.
In

Honorary Inducts
Members Sunday
The Political Science Honorary,
Pi Sigma Alpha, will welcome
five new members, Larry Caldwell, James Heck, Barbara
Carole Ransom and
Moores,
David Willour, Sunday, in the
Andrews library.
To qualify for the honorary, a
student must have taken 12 hours
in the political science department
with a B average, maintain an
average and never
overall Ba D. At present
received
have
there are nine members but 30
more will soon be eligible for
membership.
,
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Mr. Moldstad, Miss Takacs and Miss

on the part of the audience.
Plot
The plot revolves around sophisticated Wilbur Merrydew's
scheme to trick unsuspecting Widow Berry into selling her supn
posedly
property. Aaron
Slick comes to the rescue and
"good old rural virtue" triumps
over city sophistication.
The faculty play has its own
undefinable kind of romance. The
touching love scene between
Aaron Slick and Widow Berry is
memorable in a way calculated
to bring down the house.
Comments on Play
"Aaron Slick from Punkin
Crick" is noteworthy as an example of its particular type of
American drama. Dr. David F.
Moldstad of the English department says of it, "It's incredibly
corny. No one ever seriously
studies this type of drama, and for
darn good reason."
Described by Dr. William C.
Craig of the Speech Department
as "the worst play ever written,"
it provides a vehicle in which the
latent talents of faculty members
oil-lade-

Senate States Open Lounge Action,
Ideas To Alleviate Social Situation
The lounges of Douglass and Andrews Halls will be open
for dates during the weekends, according to Student Senate
president Larry Caldwell.
.

Open Dorm Hours
Following an overwhelming vote of the residents of the
two dormitories, and with the
agreement of the Deans and Dr.
Howard F. Lowry, the lounges
will be open between 7 and 11:30
Friday and Saturday evenings,
and after church on Sunday until
1:00 p.m.
Extended Lib Hours
Agreement also has been
reached regarding the extension of
library hours. The upstairs reading room will be open from 9:45-10:3- 0
p.m. weekdays, and from
p.m. on Saturday.
Money has been made available
for the extension of hours, and
the library staff has agreed to cooperate. Although it would be desirable to have the stacks also
opened longer, Miss Maudie Nes-bit- t,
head librarian, pointed out
that this would necessitate the hirlibrarian.
ing of another full-tim- e
Public announcements will be
made as to the beginning of the
7-10:-

30

new hours as soon as the mechanics have been ironed out.
Social Problem
On Thursday, Nov. 10, the Sen-

ate held an open meeting, resulting in general agreement that a
social problem does exist on the
campus.
The three logical steps for solv-in- g
this problem were stated as:
discussion of the problem with
the faculty; presentation of specific recommendations to the Student-Faculty
Relations Committee,
and pressure for a change in any
rules or practices which prove undesirable through the first two
steps.
Possible Boosters
The Senate has proposed several
possible boosts to Wooster social
life, including a Winter Carnival,
with inter-dorcompetition for
snow sculpture, and an
snow ball fight. It was suggested
that music be piped from Wagner
for the skating rink and that refreshments be served at the Wagner terrace. A "Nothing Night,"
during which no activities had
been scheduled, was also considered.
m

Restaurant Study
Investigates Bias
survey conducted by the
Human Rights Study Group of the
American Association of University Women between July and
September reveals that in 38 of
48 Wooster restaurants members
of minority groups can expect to
receive friendly, courteous service.
A

Of the 48 restaurants questioned
three would not admit Negroes
and other minority groups. Four
of the ten eating places which replied that minority groups could
not expect friendly service would
consider changing their policy if
there were support from other establishments in the community.

all-colle-
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Open Meeting
Another open meeting is slated

for Tuesday, Nov. 29. in Lower
Compton. The main topics for
relawill be student-facultthe
formality caused by wotions,
men's rules, a
of the
present chaperone system, the diversity of student activities and the
problem of tickets.
dis-cusio-

n

y

re-evaluati- on

All interested students and faculty members are welcome to
Five restaurants do employ share their ideas
at this meeting.
members of minority groups, 11
would employ them, six might,
and ten replied they would not
hire them.
The purpose of the survey was
to establish if Negroes, especially,
as" well as other minority group
members can expect and receive
the same service as others in
Wooster eating places. The purpose was not to antagonize or
change policy but to establish the
facts of the present Wooster situation.
Restaurants where there is no
question of courteous service include Barney's Diner, Dubonnet,
El Trevador Restaurant, F. W.
Woolworth Co., Gano Farm Dairies, Howard Johnson's, J. J. Newberry Store, Kootch's Lunch,
Min's Diner, , Marine Room,
Moore's Coffee Shop, Nadelin's,
News Exchange, Noletti's Bakery,
Stark's, Stoiit's News Depot and
Wooster Inn.
.

isJake SchaefFer, serves as president of the group, Carol Stine is
vice president and Dave Faust is MUSAIR, INC., 317 E. Liberty
secretary-treasure- r.

--

Guide (I. to r.) practice for the Faculty Club's presentation
of "Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick." See story.

joined CIMADE in Germany after
World War II. Now in Dakar, he

team-work-

Sarts
Tonight;
Hare' DoldsSad fls flaroe ilieb

tones,

Job

works with the young people,
helping to prepare them for the
independence they are assuming.
He runs a social center with four
other workers: two French and
two English.
Classes in French and English
are taught to replace the native
dialects since tribalism is fading
into the background. The hospital
clinic is one of the most important contributions of CIMADE.
The workers find it not unusual to
treat a hundred cases in one
morning.
CIMADE's History
Created at the outbreak of
World War II by representatives
of various Protestant Youth Movements, CIMADE is today the
spearhead of ecumenical service
in France. This year CIMADE is
21 years old.
CIMADE's Work
CIMADE's work has included
wartime service in concentration
reconstruction,
camps, post-wa- r
refugee work for East Europeans,
and service to Moslems, Algerians
and Senegalese in France and Africa. At the present time, approximately 90 team members are serving CIMADE. Young people for
the most part, they represent more
than a dozen nationalities and
many denominations.
In France
In France, CIMADE serves in
Paris and vicimty, along the
French Riviera,at Cannes and St.
Raphael, nearyDunkirk, at the industrial centers of Lyon and Le
Creusot and near Moulin. At
serves
Moulin, a
among Vietnamien refugees poorly
housed and cared for since Dien
Bien Phu, 1954.
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Romance, adventure, excitement and comedy come to the stage of Scott Auditorium
when the faculty. Club presents Beale McCormack's play, "Aaron Slick from Punkin
Crick," running tonight, tomorrow evening and Monday and Tuesday evenings.
Described by the author as a "clean rural comedy " this play contains no mystic over- -
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Number 9

by Becky Baird
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Ten Cents

Wooster Sponsors
Debate Tournament
An Invitational Debate Tournament will be held in Scott Auditorium tomorrow on the issue : Resolved that the United States
should adopt a program of compulsory health insurance for all
citizens.
In addition to the Wooster
teams, which will participate in
the tournament as hosts only,
there will be groups from Capital,
Denison, John Carroll, Manchester in Indiana, Oberlin. Ohio
Otterbein and Wayne State
in Detroit.
There will be three rounds at
9:45, 11:00 and 1:30. Wooster's
affirmative debaters are Carolyn
Ertell, Date Hoak, Frances Johnston, Elizabeth Ludwig and Mary
Ann Pittenger.
On the negative side are Corin-n- e
Allen, Margaret Blum, Larry
Caldwell, Linda Davis, Diana
Pearce, Lynne Perry and Loyd
Wollstadt. Chairmen are from 101
and 205 speech classes.
Last week Carol Stine and Dale
Hoak won the plaque for the best
affirmative team at the Kenyon
tournament.
Wes-leya-

n,

by Loyd Wollstadt
. . .

The

not-so-innoce-

nt

hayseed hero Aaron Slick is
portrayed by Mr. Moldstad; Dean
Ralph A. Young is the scheming
city slicker; Dr. Helen K. Osgood
plays the warm-hearteWidow
Berry; and Dr. Frances V. Guille
portrays the incorrigible neighbord

Jack Kennedy and his recent opponent Dick
Nixon met on friendly terms at Key Biscayne, Fla. The two refused
to be specific about the meeting's accomplishments. Kennedy initiated
the precedent-settinmeeting. The two plan to meet again in Washington next month.
g

...

Red.
d
The
cast also includes such time-testeartists as
Dr. Howard F. Lowry and Dean
H. W. Taeusch.
star-studde-

d

The Faculty Club boasts a stage
crew composed entirely of amahood delinquent, Sis Riggs.
teurs. Mrs. Cornelia Hyde directs
Minor Roles
the play, with Mrs. Bertram Smyth
Other faculty members taking
as bookholder. Mr. Carroll Wilde
part are Mr. Robert G. Tobey as is
stage manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Triplehorn
are in charge of costuming, while
Mr. B. Roswell Russell and Mr.
Atlee L. Stroup act as electricians.
Mr. James C. Gwynne has been
George Lucktenburg will pre- responsible for the publicity.
sent a harpsichord recital Tuesday, Nov. 29, at 8:15 p.m. in
Memorial Chapel. '
This is the first in a series of
three keyboard recitals to be presented by the department of music.
Scot lads and lassies will whirl
Monday evening, Feb. 6, David
Renner will give a piano recital. tonight in the gym from 9 to 12
Catherine Crozier will present an p.m. as the "Carousel" of the ICC
Formal turns with music from
organ recital Friday, April 14.
tape.
Lucktenburg will play Passa-caillRed and white will predominate
"Les Folies Francaises, ou
les Dominos," and "L'Ame en this year's theme of "Carousel,"
piene" by Frederick ' Couperin. with a sparkling center post and
Bach's Concerto in the Italian gay carousel horses featuring the
Style and eight sonatas by Dom-enic- o decorations.
Scarlatti will complete the
Members of the ICC (Inter-Clu- b
program.
Council) are in charge of the variLucktenburg was highly ac- ous aspects of the dance, with
claimed by those who heard his Carol Hallett of Trumps serving
performances at the college last as general chairman.
year when he was soloist for the
Ginny Sauerbrun of Imps is
Handel Festival. He will play a handling the
decorations, and
new Sperrhake harpsichord ac- Grace Hodgkinson
of Ekos is lookquired by Dr. Richard Gore dur- ing after
entertainment.
ing his leave last year.
Refreshments are being planned
Tickets are now on sale at
by
Judy Hekman and Carole RanMerz Hall and the College Bookof Trumps, while favors and
som
store. Series tickets cost $2.00 and
programs are being devised by
individual tickets $1.00.
Marilie Romig of Kez.

Lucktenburg Opens
Keyboard Concerts

Scot Couples Whirl
At Carousel Dance

e,

Jeanne Brand of Sphinx has
charge of music, while Ellie
Thomson of Pyramids had the
job of finding some chaperones
Josephine Long Wishart Mu and providing invitations.
seum of Art is exhibiting "The
Tish Crawford of Peanuts' took
Best of Life:
Photographers care of publicity.
Choice" and "This Colorful World
of Ours" through Dec. 2.
"Photographers' Choice" is a
e
selection of 119

Museum Displays
240 Photographs

Coffins To Direct
Orchestra Dec. 6

black-and-whit-

Time slips are due Saturday, Nov. 19. Checks will be
ready Wednesday, Nov. 30.

chose their favorite pictures which
record contemporary history and
the manners and mores of our
times.
Having pictures displayed in
this group are Margaret Bourke-WhitCornell Capa, Alfred
Andreas Feninger and
Carl Mydans.
"This Colorful World of Ours"
includes121 color prints by 29
photographers. Some like Eliot
Elisofon in the snows of the Mountains of the Moon in Central Africa, haverisked their lives for a
picture. Others, like Dmitri Kes-se- l,
have waited hours for the wind
flutter
to
a drooping flag. Phil-lip- e
Halsman is represented by his
series, "Beautiful Women Are
Everywhere."
Other photographers included
are Ralph Crane, David Douglas
Duncan, Nina Leen andy Howard
Sochurek.
e,

President-elec- t

New Orleans, Not Little Rock

Moldstad Stars
not-so-gree- n,

prints by 42 photographers who

(Headline Mighlighf s

Campaign Rivals Meet

Clarence; Miss Aurelia Takacs as
Gladys Merrydew, and Miss Judith Wilks, who puts in a spectacular appearance as the Girl in

Ei-sensta-

dt,

Mr. Alan Collins will direct the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra for
a concert in the chapel on Tuesday, Dec. 6, at 8:15. The orchestra will be performing as a part
of the program presented by the
Federation of Music.
j
The Symphony will play Beethoven's Eighth Symphony and
"The Incredible Flutist" by Walter Piston. In addition, Mr. Michael D. Davis, of the music department, will play Beethoven's Violin
Concerto.
The
orchestra consists of college students and other
musicians from Wooster and surrounding towns. Mr. Collins estimates that students comprise about
65-7- 0
per cent of the membership.
It was organized in 1915 by Dr.
Daniel Parmelee as a community-supporte- d
combination of townspeople ana college students.
70-memb-

er

Four Negro girls entered the first grade in two New Orleans
public schools last Monday following a federal court order to integrate. Two days earlier the Louisiana legislature frantically passed
segregation laws which ordered affected schools to close. The schools
stayed open with only catcalls and jeering as the Negros entered.
Most white children were taken home by their mothers.
Second Catch
The second Discoverer satellite was plucked from the air over
The orchestra will perform anthe Pacific Ocean. The 300 pound capsule contained cameras and
other concert here this spring. This
other equipment to be used in the spy in the sky program.
one ' will be open to the public.
Pocket Revolutions
They also "play for a Children's
Revolutions allegedly sponsored by Cuba were unsuccessful in
Concert for the students of the
Guatamala, Nicaragua and Costa Rica. Military coups were also
County Public Schools in
Wayne
CLASSICAL, POPULAR RECORDS
..
. 1
O
.1 IT" .
the spring.
attempted in ooutn Vietnam anaITL,aos.
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No Peace Pttye
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Scots Forura IpGafufos "frHioisra

This year there will be no Nobel Peace Prize.

as Sacking in "moral and esthetic
sensitivities" if I don't attend all
sorts of rallies, lectures, sports
events, Unions, gutters to smoke
in, and generally spread sweetness
and light' wheresoever I go, to
paraphrase L. B. Fundy. You can
push these bookworms only so
far, you know, before one of us
puts down his Pope (I mean the
writer) and shoots his big mouth
off.
Oh, and another thing, this singing of the Love Song; nowhere
is it written that one must sing
even the National Anthem if it

tartars"

IProm All

news and should have been in the preparation for such a conflict is
headline and
wasn't a form of suicide, as well as an
It is indeed tragic that there are so few men today who
even mentioned. Likewise the en inadequate means to right wrongs
tire page 1 lead-storheadlined, and bring about justice. Objectors
are worthy to be called "keepers of the peace." But perhaps
Muskies
for
Set
seems to war, pacifists and concerned
Scots,
it is even more tragic that our world is poised so precariously
psychologically dubious too.
students have been active to two
on the brink that the one man who deserves the Peace Prize,
As boys sports editor of a major areas in the United States:
e
highly
high school race relations and militarism, usrated
widen
might
Dag Hammarskjold, cannot receive it because it
I
weekly paper,
was taught that ing the principles of paci fistic re- - the schism between the East and West.
a school should print as favorable sistance instead ot violence as
as possible copy for its various their vehicle. The Montgomery
How sad that even in our efforts for peace, whatever
strikes
earns, be they winners or losers. boycott and southern sit-iashes.
to
touch
we
turns
The aim was not to demolish team are the most prominent examples
morale, or concede advantages to of effective projects in the former
opponents, but to support the area
The World and Us
earns and( to pose a powerful op
MrScott is recently more active
position as a challenge to be over- in protests and vigils to militar
GOP'S
come. This is only good school
ism. His defense of such action is
spirit in which a school paper strictly an ethical one. He is a
should take the lead.
Co-e- ds
Nixon
citizen of this country and feels
Whether the oversight lies in a
responsibility to protest those
the making of the comment, its policies and practices of his
by Gordon L Shull"
gov
recording by the reporter, the ernment that, to him,
seem wrong.
Editor's Note: Gordon L. Shull, member of the Political Science
writing of the headlines, or ulti- Preparation for bacteriological
mately granting permission to go and radiological, missile, and
Department, writes an analysis of the campus mock election.
nu
o press in this fashion, is un
clear
target
warfare
is
the
main
n
Last election day, as the nation was registering its
important. Last week, cross-coun- of protests.
ry and most of the fall season
s
of the students of the
(or indecision), some
Most of these protests consist of
is over. Winter and spring sports
College of Wooster voiced a decision of their own. (Each
vigils,
persons standing quietly at
are ahead. These teams need supstudent was asked to indicate his class, his sex, his presi
an entrance to an area in which
port.
dential choice and his "general
So here s hoping the Voice s these more devastating weapons
be to present invalid suggestions
party preference."
philosophy will shift to a more are made along with a sign, or
about the actual political attitudes
The central result, known to all,
optimistic policy, and that in the perhaps two, stating their objecof, say, the Junior men as comthe
campus
is that Nixon carried
future challenges will be pre tion. Individuals have engaged in
the Sophomore men.
pared
to
by some 73 per cent. Compared
sented to Wooster teams in posi forms of civil disobedience to exWe can say, in general terms,
is
mis
election,
nationwide
to any
tive and constructive headlines press protest in various projects at
class-seof
the
groups
that
most
a landslide of fantastic proporand stories. Perhaps this can all missile bases and test sites.
women) gave 65-7- 5
tions. Eisenhower carried the Uni- (e.g. Sophomore
be best summed up and concluded
He explained further that all
per cent of their vote to Nixon,
ted States by 57 per cent in 1956;
the
Apostle
Paul
exortation
s
in
pacifistic resistance within the
50-6per cent to the Republican
of chivalry, it's a question
question
Franklin Roosevelt by 62 per cent
it's
not
a
Ogie,
"See
to
speak
the
truth
love.
in
United States should
follow
Demo-carti15-2c
per cent to the
in 1936, and Coolidge (the biggest Party,
of
School
survival."
imJudaic-Christia- n
newspapers
are
not
principles and
Party, and 20-3- 0 per cent to
winner of the century, percentagefrom this principle.
mune
that
democracy
be acceptable
must
the "Independent" column. Taking ly thundering herds of buffalo nauseates him, so why except that
wise) by 65 per cent in 1924.
to
Sincerely,
all
participators. In other
all voters as a group, we find that (graphically described in Francis beery old waltz?
words, an act of civil disobedience
J. Kent Bull
Not Representative
56 per cent consider themselves Parkman's book, "The Oregon
You appear to be fighting for
would require prior decision to
figOnly when we recall these
Republicans, 18 per cent Demo Trail.") In this usually subordin- issues, and selecting only the most
accept the consequential penalty
ures can we realize the extent of crats, and 26 per cent Independ ated condition, the women, girls, obscure cavils when there are
IN REPLY
(Continued on Page Four)
we
Nixon's victory at Wooster. If
ents.
The reader's criticism that
or what have you, clear the paths many real problems that bear
needed any other proof that WoosThere is one nugget which we of any manly looking creatures looking into and warrant com news of the approaching meet
ter is not a representative sample can mine from the data we have who might dare to venture forth ment. I hesitate from specific ci was not placed in the lead para
of the nation, we would have it collected. The Freshman coeds from the friendly haven of Kentations because these real concerns graph of the story as it should
I
here. This should not surprise us, seem, beyond any dispute what- arden Lodge to attempt a crossing
are so well known to so many have been is undoubtedly justi
scientists
of course, for political
fied. However, although the job
ever, to be firmly planted in the to Hoover or Holden for dinner. of us.
by Emily Eaton
have found that Republicanism is
n
camp. Although
In a small attempt to be serious,
Rather than abandon the of the sports' editor is to present
correlated with Protestantism, only 61 per cent of the r reshman
An increased amount of art
I do wish the girls would at least column altogether, just begin to stories which will satisfy a nawith relatively high incomes, and women voted, 86 per cent of these
the fellows use the express yourselves in an adult turally biased audience, his first work and literary contributions
located in voted for Nixon. Out of 108 vot- consider letting
with a dwelling-plac- e
showing real talent make the fall
has manner, on a vital topic, to an duty is to present the facts.
sidewalks.
small town or suburb. Each of ing only 15 cast their ballot for
The fact, however discourag issue of "Thistle" very enjoyable
caused many a guy to trudge express purpose, and with a defin
these categories is represented Kennedy. This is an incredible
it may be, is that the cross reading.
ing
through the mud which accomp- ite stand.
t
more fully on ourxampus than in majority, far higher than that
country team did not win a
The art, most of it impressiondining.
the paths to co-eanies
Concomitant
with
this
concern meet; After a point, it becomes
the nation as a whole.
given by any other group.
istic or abstract, fits in well with
Some women feel that Wooster is the Senate's frenetic activity of
It had been our hope to be
to
trite
tried
that
say
the
"team
the estof thenjagazine, yet is
Furthermore, 64 per cent of has a "Social Problem," and that late to draw all the
able to draw a much sharper pro- hem stated a preference for the
qreat
or
im
hard
showed
not limitedTopure illustration.
the key to the solution of this social butterflies on campus from
file of the Wooster student body. Republican Party. This was, again,
provement"
attempt
in
to
an
Dave Seaman's sketches are esfunctions. their cocoons. Caldwell believes
problem is more co-eFor example, we had hoped to higher than that stated by any
soothe
of
wounds
defeat.
the
notable. One of the most
pecially
side- we have an unhealthy situation on
Why not start with
test the theory that as students other group. And when we anaAn optimistic policy may be striking drawings is John Wood-all'- s
walks, girls?
campus on the basis of the num desirable but a "mother hen"
get farther away from home, the lyze .the votes of the women who
contrast of stark lines with
Yours truly,
ber of lights on in dormitories attitude of "perpetual positiv
political influence of their par- call themselves Independent, we
delicate
pattern. However two of
P. Charles Livermore
these weekends.
ents declines. Thus a progressively find that the Frosh
is
An
ism"
column,
not.
editorial
s
preferthe pictures lose their effect when
Again at great personal risk, I not a news page, is the place changed from color to black and
smaller per cent of upperclassmen red Nixon by 27 to 2.
should like to hold with the ante- - for material designed to en white. Perhaps only black and
might be expected to prefer Nixon
CRITICISM, CRITICISM
Independents of other classes
del uvian idea that if there is a courage a team.
and the Republican party.
gave Nixon much more "typical" To the Editor:
white art work should be accepted
desire to date, dates we will have,
We thought for a while that we majorities than that. Some people
The
sports
wheth
job,
editor's
to avoid this inevitable and recurIn belated response to Mr. Cald To this end, both sexes are avail
might have some interesting things thought Kennedy would wow the
losing
er
covering
win
or
a
a
ring problem.
well's reiterated request for "criti- able.
There is approximately one ning team, is to present the facts
to say about this, for 85 per cent women in this campaign, but ap
cism from all quarters at all cost,"
The poetry shows an imprdve-men- t
of the Freshman women voted for parently the Wooster co-ewas I should like to remark on several larynx per student to facilitate ar- which constitute the news in an
over the last issue in having
rangements thereto; and in my unbiased manner, not to act as
Nixon, but only 61 per cent of the looking the other way, especially
adopted recently by cam
policies
real
point to express and exa
experience there are adequate an amateur psychologist.
Senior men. Furthermore, each if she wore a beanie on her head.
losing
risk
of
at
the
organs,
pus
pressing that well. Terry Spieth's
places to go EVEN IN THE WIN
class, as a whole, gave Nixon
P. B.
for at least a
reputation
my
Conclusion
"Five O'Clock Organ" is one of
TER WHEN THE
GOLF
per cent less than the class below
good
and
of
rationality
modicum
the finest poems this reviewer has
In conclusion, I present a few
COURSE AND STADIUM ARE PACIFISM
it.
AND RELIGION seen in
taste.
any "Thistle." Although
knowing To the
TOO COLD (general
But alas, to base any confident brief footnotes: First, while the
'w
Editor:
ti
editorial
of
the
Voice's
A
review
each
poem is distinct in some
chuckle from upperclassmen and
statements on those figures would campus asjt whole gave Nixon a
in
ways, they all seem quite similar
be to illustrate the proverb that majority of three to one, the 195 policy requires my indulgence
precocious freshmen.)
It is a mistake to assume that in mood and style.
crittautology,
that
consummate
a
only
him
figures don't lie, but liars can Independents gave
F.D.R. missed one when he there is some dogma for pacifism,
edge. Secondly, our icism of criticism, in answer to ennumerated the Freedoms free
figure. For what can we say about
The Boy Who Was Allergic to
or, though she chooses to justify
the Senior men, as a group, when analysis ofaxissTVOting (Republi- criticism, no less. Suffice it to say dom from pressure to date when her stand by the reasoning pub- Water," a short story by Joe
only 52 per cent of mem voted? cans for Kennedy, and vice versa) that I think it fortunate that this I just may want to stay home and lished in last
week's Voice, that Klempner, marks one of the high
news sheet's circulation does not
What can we say about any class, revealed nothing unusual.
curl up with Matt Dillon or Lionel Miss McCorkel represents all paci- spots in the magazine. The unex
as a group, when no more than
Last, least, but not lost to this depend on solicited subscription. Trilling.
fists as they justify their individ- pected climax and the point ot
Its failure would be imminent
68 per cent of any class voted? observer was the fact that 30
We're a fairly intelligent bunch ual beliefs. I know four chaps the story are built up very well.
I he answer is that we can say Freshmen,' 35 Sophomores, 15 if the present editorial offerings here at Wooster, getting smarter personally who are avid pacifists Terry Spieth's "Kaleidoscope"
nothing with confidence, especi Juniors and 5 Seniors did not read contributed to its popularity. I every September. We have our
and, at the same time, agnostics, conveys beautifully in a short epially when we're talking about dif- their ballots carefully enough to have two more pristine examples likes and dislikes, and above all none of whom would choose to sode the pathos of an old man's
ferences of 5 per cent or so be see that they were supposed to in last week s paper than had Mr our obligations to our parents raise religious
reasons in defense "tragedy.
tween classes or sexes.
indicate their sex. ihis was an Erdelyi in his comment of that and ourselves to learn and mature. of their pacifism. Although I
Kennedy Election
To spread across the pages of other factor which made precise same issue.
Let us. please, be our own men agree with Miss McCorkel's posiAn analysis of Kennedy's elec
My question is simply this and women, at least in our free tion, I believe it can be defended
the Voice elaborate charts show analysis impossible. Professors
Mr. Calhoun and the imand
must you, the editors, turn every moments.
ing the party preferences of stu take note: apparently Juniors
in a less religiously-orienteand tion by
pressions of "an American girl"
dents, according to sex and class Seniors read instructions more blessed topic into a great moral
Gil Horn
more pragmatic fashion.
ot
underclassmen!
than
Union
Lack
of
carefully
issue?
patronage,
as we had hoped to do would
At Oberlin several weeks ago I in Vienna are two high points
article
The latter
the
smoking on campus, social prob
AND MORE CRITICISM
heard a lecture by a full-timpaalmost
poetically the atdescribes
lems of the benighted and
To the Editor:
cifist, a member of the Committee
Vienna.
"Thistle Sugof
mosphere
lack of school spirit, lack of and
Last week the Voice headlined on
Action, Larry
was improved by a longer
Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the in the same breath presence of the Wooster
story, Scott. His lecture, which I will re gests"
book-revieschool year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the sophistication, alleged theft at the
of Shotwell's "The
"Harriers Lose at Oberlin, Com present here in edited form exstudents and should not be construed as representing administration policy.
bookstore, to list only a few, per plete Winless Season." Then the plained some objectives, projects Long Way to Freedom."
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper haps. merit comment ; but the man
There are many things which
story began with the sentence, and accomplishments of American
Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. ner of treatment!
" 'The worst
team I active pacifists.
are missing in this "Thistle," prif
KAREN KINKEL, JAMES HECK,
Do you find it'necessary always can recall in 40 years,' commented
"Pacifists concern themselves marily because of the lack of conthe
student
in
body
address
to
Coach
B.
with
objectives very similar to tributions. There should be more
Carl
Munson
sadly after
RACHEL ABERNETHY,
JANE ARNDT, First Page Editor
'
Circulation
Do
Page
homiletics?
such perverted
Editor
BETSY JOHNSON, Second
the Scots concluded a winless sea- those of war, that wrong should fiction, some photography and
JON HARPER, Photographer
MARCIA YOUNG, Feature Editor
you find it effective to transcend son Tuesday." This is a typical be righted and justice should pre many different kinds of poetry.
JOHN WOODALL, Cartoonist S
PHIL BROWN, Sports Editor
the device of "the appeal" and to example of several recent sports vail. War is no longer a practical, More contributions from the faculCARL COTMAN, Cartoonist
ROD KENDIG, News Editor
and at no time was it the best, ty and foreign students would
BARBARA PEGG, Exchange Editor employ instead that of arrant articles.
CLAY DRAKE, Business Mgr.
condemnation? Is it to your ad- CARL THOMASY, Advertising
Reverse psychologymay' have methodjo accomplish. theseends broaden jhe point of view. But
FRANCES HOPKINS, KATHY MARKWELL, '
vauJage as editors to design your its place, but the wisdom of print- however. The most effective means the thing which seems to be lackthe night before of conveying justice to a, people ing most of all is a certain mood
NANCY AWBREY, KENNETH MORRIS, DICK PRJNCE, Assistant Editors style quite obviously to shame and ing this write-uthe
student
cow
body
Debbie
Eggleston,
i
into action conference competition (at which is, not violence, but. pacifistic re
a feeling which is surely as
STAFF: Susan Albrecht, Becky Baird, Sandy Bogunia, Ron
Art
TrousTorrell,
Anne
Sally
Betsy
Morrow,
Mitzel,
Elwell, Peggy Merrift,
"real" as pathos, loneliness, cyni- I am trying to be polite abou Wooster captured seventh of nine sistance.
dale, John Whinrey, Loyd Wollstadt, Dick Wynn, Sandy Gourley, Marg thisothing, but
Where, in this supposed rep- I'm getting damned places) seem questionable. Satur- '. "Certainly we cannot expect to
Lautenschleger, Rosemary Franks, Nancy Palmer, Mary Stoner, Sally Bryan,
sick and tired of being labeled day's meet, which was coming live through the next war so that
...
Barbara Huddleston.
SIDEWALKS?
To the Editor:
The women on this campus are
for the most part, attractive, per
sonable, intelligent, considerate,
virtuous, brave, clean and rever
ent. However, when the bewitching
dining time comes
hour of co-ethese
women begin
around, and
the daily drive to Kenarden for
co-edining, the qualities listed
above seem to disappear as sud
denly as does the food at First
Kenarden.
At this mystic hour the women
become transformed into seeming- CO-E- D
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Ahead For Cagers

Summary

With a sparkling display of offensive might and defensive tenacity, Muskingum College's Fighting Muskies demonstrated last Saturday why they are one of the top ten small
college football aggregations in the nation. To do so, they

"We're loaded," says Coach Jim

GAMES THIS WEEK
AKRON at Youngstown (Nov. 17)
DENISON at OHIO WESLEYAN
Grove Gty at Hiram
MUSKINGUM at MT. UNION
Wooster at OBERLIN

blasted the Scots, 35-6- ,
before
6000 fans, including about 500 marched to first downs within the
migrating Scots, in Muskingum's 0 yard line. Jim Burson flipped
to Tom Myers and Dave CunningMcConagha Stadium.
ham swept left end for the two
However, Coach Phil Shipe had successful PATs.
praise for his team. "We played a
In the second half, Sam Miller
hard game but were just out of sped 57 yards on a draw play for
our class."
he first score, and Cooper blasted
from the five for the other.
over
It was a losing day in more
ways than one for the Scots. In Cooper's placement after the latter
addition to the game, the Scots was the only successful rAl.
also lost $300 worth of valuables
Braun Scores TD
stolen from the locker room durJim Meissner flipped to Bob
ing the game while guard Ralph Braun for the only Scot score, the
Amiet had five teeth unceremon- pass covering four yards early in
iously extracted by Muskie half- the fourth quarter. Steve McCIel
back, Sam Miller.
lan was stopped trying to circle
But it was far from the easiest eft end for the PAT.
of. the eight straight Muskie
The Muskingum victory, coup
of the year, as evidenced by led with Wittenberg's 17-- upset
the fact that Coach Ed Sherman victory over Ohio Wesleyan, gave
did not begin to substitute until the Muskies undisputed posses
well, into the fourth quarter. The sion of first place in the Ohio
Scot defense was able to contain Conference with a
mark. A
the Muskie ground game up the victory over Mt. Union next week
middle, but speedy junior half- will give the Muskies their first
back Sam Miller circled the ends OC crown since 1955. when they
behind several blockers to high- finished with a
record.
light most of the Muskie scoring
Marietta's Dallas Garber gained
drives, and the accurate arm of 194 yards against Salem to take
quarterback Jim Burson kept the over first place
in rushing with
Scot defenses honest.
1095 yards gained, but he has
finished his season. Woosters
Steve McClellan is second with
STARS OF THE WEEK
1003 yards and Muskingum's Bill
Seniors Jerry Collins and Lu
Cooper third with 977 yards, and
Wims were awarded gold
has one game left to play.
stars for their defensive play each
Cooper is far out in
scoring,
In
in the Muskingum game. No
137 points, just 33
gold star was given out for front with
behind
the OC record for a
points
the offensive block of the
single season.
week.
vic-'tori-

Promising Season

Ohio Conference

Unbeatable Soiiibo

es

0

6-- 0

7-- 0

STANDINGS

--

MUSKINGUM
6
O. WESLEYAN ... 5
Wittenberg
...5
Otterbein
:
5
DENISON
4
Wooster
... 4
4
Marietta
3'
Heidelberg
MT. UNION
3
2
OBERLIN
2
CAPITAL
1.
AKRON
1
KEN YON
0
Hiram
Completed Season

0
1

I
I
2
3
3
3
4
3

Ewers optimistically of his 1960- 61 basketball team. "It's a little
early yet to say definitely, of
course," he added.

Returning from last year's
squad will be lettennen John
Min-toPet. Hulls, Glen Turney, Reggie
Rich Thomas, Lu Wims and
1.000
.833 Bill Thombs,1 the last two after
.833
.833 football season ends tomorrow. In
.667 addition, the squad will be bol
.571
.571 stered by senior letterman Dave
.500 Bourns, who sat out last season
.429
.400 with ajjack injury.
n,

L

W

Page Three

.

.

'

6
6
6
6

.250
.143
.143
.000

GAMES LAST SATURDAY
ASHLAND 35, MT. UNION 20
DENISON 47, OBERLIN 6
Heidelberg 20, AKRON 7
KENYON 41. Hiram 14
Marietta 20, Salem 7
MUSKINGUM 35, Wooster 6
Otterbein 50, CAPITAL 12
Wittenberg 17, OHIO WESLEYAN 0

Third Place Finish

Qualifies Mariners
For Holiday Regatta

Krichbaum Outstanding
Sophomores Ken Peacock and
Bill Tracy and freshmen Dan
Krichbaum, Al Parry and Ralph
Schreiber have looked impressive
in workouts. Ewers added that
Krichbaum would be a starter "if
I had to field a team tomorrow.
He's a real outstanding prospect."
Although there is the lack of a
bonahde center, Wims will un
doubtedly fill the role. From eight
forwards, Ewers indicated that he
would probably rely most heavily
on Minton, Thombs and Hulls.
Thomas and Krichbaum would
look' best as guards.

Wooster sailors won a runoff To the Student Senate:
race for third place over Xavier
The members of the footlast Saturday at Ohio Wesleyan ball team wish to express
and, by so doing, qualified to attheir gratitude to the student
tend the Timmie Angston Memorbod for the fine support reial Regatta in Chicago over ceived from them on MigraThanksgiving vacation.
tion Day last Saturday.
The top three finishers in last
We feel that it was a very
Saturday's competition qualified
wonderful demonstration of
for the holiday regatta. Ohio State school spirit. We have not
was an easy winner with 58 points
seen anything comparable to
while Ohio Wesleyan placed secit at any time during the
GAME AT A GLANCE
Turning to silver stars, Bob
ond with 35 points. Wooster and present
season. We only reWoofter Muskies Xavier were tied for third with
Weinberg (twice) and Gary
that
gret
we could not com21
Williams earned silver .stars Total First Downs .......... 8
32 points apiece while Indiana
victory
with such fine
bine a
324
89
for recovering fumbles while Net Rushing Yards
last
29.
University
with
was
16
14
Attempted
support.
Jerry Collins intercepted a Passes
The Angston Regatta will be the
8
... .... 6
Passes Completed
Sincerely
pass to pick up his second Passes Intercepted By .... 1
1
final racing activity this season.
37
Ub
star of the week.
Net Passing Yards
Club members are now in the proLu Wims
4
0
Fumbles Lost
cess of removing boats from the
45
42
Bill Thombs
Yards Penalized
water for winter storage.
In all. the Muskies rolled up
WOOSTER 6
324 vards on the ground and 126
Ends-Bak- er,
Barrette, Wims, Braun,
more through the air for a 450
Brand
yard total, slightly less than their
Gibson, Emmons,
all,
average. Miller used the ground
Leigh
Amiet, R. Williams,
attack with 145 vards in 12 car- - Guards-Gord- on,
Niehaue
Weinberg,
Pett,
ries. Bill "Cannonball" Cooper Centers-ThtfmPancoast, Dahms
bs,
Cross-Countr- y
picked up just 96 yards in Zb
G. Williams, Turner,
Coltouch
carries, but scored four
McClellan, Meissner, Crawford,
lins, Fraser, Peters, Powell
downs and kicked one extra point
Oberlin, Hiram and Muskingum were the leaders in
to
ot
widen
25
points
for a total
35
MUSKINGUM
Saturday's cross-countr- y
conference meet at Oberlin, but
his UL scoring lead.
Elavsky,
Myers,
Rensnn. Hensel. Kifer
Akron is going to be the "team to watch," says leading Scot
Through the air, Jim Burson
Stan
Tackles-Kruz- an,
Wenger,
Tuxill,
completed seven of 14 passes for
ley, Bevmgton, LaLonde, Stanley, runner Art Toensmeier.
110 vards bet ore he was miured
Frederick
Each of the top three teams
midwav through the third quarter, Guards-- V.
Williams, Bain, Mabry,
placed three men in the first 11
Martin Numbers finished 28th,
Herrmann, Kohl, Kovach
and was removed from the game
places, with Hiram taking first, while Ryck Hundredmark and
Sherman, Stoof
with a broken collar bone.
Miller, third and fourth. Doug Kelker, Kent Bull placed 36th and 37th
Cunningham,
on,
Compton,
Anderson,
Cooper,
with a time of 21:33, received respectively. Pete Jones, hampered
Mac Gains 72
Middleton, Bixler, Dierks,
the winner's trophy. The leading by a harsh cold, finished 39th.
Moon, Summer, Thompson, Welsh,
Meanwhile, the Muskie defen
Akron runner was a freshman, Al
Wortman
The team scores were as folsive unit, led by Captain Wade
60
0
-6
0
WOOSTER
Campbell, who placed fifth Satur- lows:
to
holding
Scots
the
was
Mabrv.
6
35
8 14
.
MUSKINGUM
day and in an earlier meet against
89 yards on the ground and 37 WOOSTER SCORING Braun 4, pass
Oberlin
.... 54
Wooster broke the Akron course
from Meissner (run failed)
through the air. bteve McLlellan
Hiram
... 55
1, record.
SCORING-Coo- per
ground out 72 yards in 20 tries MUSKINGUM
57
Muskingum
run (Myers, pass from Burson);
to lead the Scots. Scot quarter
Akron
Scots
87
Seventh
Cooper 3, run (run failed); Cooper
backs Bill Washburn and Jim
123
1, run (Cunningham, run); Miller
Capital
The Scots, coached by Carl B.
1
completed
six of
57, run (run failed) ; Cooper 5, run
Meissner
129
Ohio
Wesleyan
Munson, placed seventh out of the
(Cooper, kick)
157
Wooster
Dasses for 37 vards for the mos
nine teams in the running. They
and
of
attempts
prolific (in terms
235
Denison
PRINCIPAL BALL CARRIERS
were again led by Toensmeier,
completions) air attack ot the sea
Wooster
who was clocked at 22:51, good
Heidelberg also ran, but did
son.
Net Yds. for 17th place.
Carries
field enough runners to place.
not
72
20
The Muskies tallied once in the McClellan
20
9
G. Williams
initial period and twice in the Turner
19
halftime
second to take a 22-Muskingum
lead. "Cannonball" Cooper scored
Net Yds.
Carries
all thfee TD's on plunges of 1, 3 Miller
145
12
and 1 vards. The two single yard Cooper
96
26
45
7
plunges were on fourth down Pinnicks
21
7
Cunningham
had
plays after the Muskies
Co-Captai-

Seeking to end the season
Muskingum, with a team
on a winning note, Phil Snipe's rated by many as one of the
Scots will run into one of the best in the
history of
top passing offenses in the con- the Ohio Conference, is a step
58-ye-

ference tomorrow when they travel to Oberlin.
Oberlin boasts the top passing
combination in the league of
Coniam and end John
Erikson. While the Scots are first
in the conference in passing defense, they have not yet run into
a team which has concentrated on
passing.
Coniam, a 145 pound senior and
three-yea- r
letterman, leads the
conference passers with 68 completions in 122 tries for 789 yards
and 7 touchdowns. Last year, Coniam completed 96 passes to rank
sixth among the nation's small
college individual leaders.
quar-terbackJac-

k

ar

away from the 14 college championship and an undefeated season.
Final foe is Mt. Union at Alliance.
Ohio Wesleyan, only team with
chance
a
to even tie the Muskies,
meets Denison at Delaware. The
Bishops were knocked from the
OC unbeaten list by Wittenberg
last week. A Wesleyan win and a
Muskie loss would put the two
teams in a tie for top honors.
Other final games this week are
Akron at Youngstown Thursday
e
night in a
game, Wooster at Oberlin in an OC game and
Hiram hosting Grove City in an
tilt Saturday.
non-leagu-

out-of-conferen-

ce

Erikson Number Two
Erikson is the number two pass
snagger in the Ohio Conference
with 33 catches good for 488 yards
and 4 touchdowns. As a team, the
Yeomen rank third in passing of

Gregory Award

Balloting for the Mike Gregory
Award which goes to the best
back and best lineman in the conference, and picking of the official
All Ohio Conference team by the
fense.
coaches next week, completes the
In the backfield with Coniam OC football activity for 1960.
are sophomore halfback Alan
The battle for individual statisSpiegelberg who is third in in
tical
honors carries into the final
dividual scoring with 77 points,
week.
Only Bill "Cannonball"
Bill Singer, a two year letterman
hold on the OC scoring
Cooper's
and the top ground gainer the
lead
safe. The Muskie fullseems
past two years, and Winnie Gould,
a junior slot back with two mono back has scored 137 points. The
league leaders, as a team, are algrams.
Coach Bill Grice, in his third most sure bets to win both the
year at Oberlin, will be seeking to total offense and total defense
get his team back on the winning titles also.
track for their final encounter afGoing into the final week of
ter last week's 47-- thrashing at play, Ohio Conference teams have
the hands of Denison. Previously, won 19, lost but 4 anfl tied one
Oberlin had beaten Hiram, 34-0- ,
foes.
game with
Carnegie Tech 21-6- , Kenyon 27-3- ,
Over the past four seasons OC
and Earlham, 34-7- , while losing to colleges have won better than 80
Otterbein, 22-2- 1
and Ohio Wes per cent of all games played with
leyan, 27-1e
competition.
6

out-of-conferen-

3.

ce

non-leagu-

ns,

.

Th ree Teams Sweep

Tackles-Vanders-

Fina

Backs-Washb- urn,

Ends-Benning-

r

hoff,

- -

ST

Centers-Holdswo- rth,
Backs-Burs-

Pin-nick-

7--

-

.

s,
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Your name on
every check..:
Your name is distinctively printed on every check,
free of charge when you have a ThriftiCheck Personal Checking Account: And, in addition

JUST SEE WHAT YOU GET WITH

!

0

Additional Agents Wanted

.

Cooper

rjlarfinizifig

One-Ho- ur

.

Attractive, colorful checkbook cover
Checks printed on distinctive safety paper
Any amount opens your account
Keep any amount in your account
No charge for deposits

ALL FOR ONLY A FEW CENTS A CHECK

-

1

U$Mg

Q-

-
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THAT'S WHY IT'S GREAT TO HAVE A

Morton's Costume Jewelry
157

Freedlander's
v

Gifts

ACCOUNT

WEST LIBERTY STREET

Inexpensive Jewelry of Many Colored
-

&

Custom Made

at

Semi-Precious-Ston-

No Extra Cost

Gifts of Ivory, Ceramics, etc.

Many of Oriental Design

Available in this area only at

es

Wayne County National Bank
Cleveland-Bea-

ll

Office

Opposite the Hospital

WE WISH YOU A HAPPY THANKSGIVING
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MORE ON

Foot!, Decors At Open House
Ginil
Explains
Forum
Show Compfon Domestic Life
(Continued from Page Two)

Editor's Note: Our somewhat dazed party editor turned in the
following notes on the "domestic habits1 of Compton girls
after Friday nights gala affair.

and that no socially unethical act
should accompany the protest
Whether or not we agree with
Mr. Scott, it is important that we
by J. R. S. and His Staff
understand his reasoning. He is
Intrigued by a rather unusual announcement last week not dogmatic but rather a practical, conscientious sort. Although
when dining at Babcock, we decided to see for ourselves I have not heard him explain it
exactly what the "domestic habits" of the Compton ladies it so many words, I think to him
pacifism is the only practical, efactually are.
fective anc moral method to
Expecting the opening of the
in the charming, handmade mopeople.
change
dormitory to be mobbed by na- biles,
water
the
nor
we
Ed Hershberger- tional and local celebrities,
and murals nor in the vivid
colors
donned our party tlothes about
array of tropical jungle plants the
eight and arrived fashionably late.
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
ladies kept as pets. The zenith of
Poised to scribble notes secretly
domestic revelations was achieved To the Editor:
in a pocket, we were disappointed when we went to make a phone
The following is a quotation
at the dearth of persons to inter- call and found all the WRA
"The Law and Civil Disfrom
view in the lobby.
candy surreptitiously stached in obedience," a speech delivered by
Pressing forward toward the the phone booth. Equally indisHarris WofTord, associate profesinevitable refreshments, our eyes crete were the unmentionables
sor of law at Notre Dame Law
were immediately snagged by the hastily hidden in the ladies'
School:
more than usual number of fish- powder rooms.
"There is implicit in each law
nets in the rooms. They approThe latter, however, were suf- the alternative of obedience, or of
priately betokened idyllic vaca- ficiently off the beaten track so
civil disobedience with full action days in the Virgin Islands. that it didn't spoil the lethargic
ceptance of the consequences.
In delightful patterns of choric effect of story-tellinthemes like Once we no longer see law as
disharmony, each corridor was "Peter Pan" and "Snow White and
a mechanical thing, once we free
decorated according to a theme, the Seven Dwarfs."
ourselves from the idea that as
and in each room a phonograph
To sum up Compton's domestic good citizens we have no choice
played music appropriate to the habits: phantasmagorical !
but to obey any law passed by
theme.
the legislature, no matter how bad,
The east wing of the first floor,
then of each law we must ask ourbetter known as "Blood Alley,"
selves: Is this a law that I should
initiated our unaccustomed eyes to
obey? Is it a just law? Is it so
first domestic idiosyncrasy: BeNo
unjust that it needs to be resisted
dazzling bedspreads in startling
from the very inception, and canorange plaid, vivid lipstick red
Smouldering rubber roused five not wait the slow process of parand brilliant reflective gold, to studying students in the lower liamentary reform?
mention a few.
rooms of the Library Thursday
"Thoreau thought in terms of
Blinded by the brilliance of night about 10 p.m.
disobedience serving as a counter
one particular gold spread this reFred Brooking and Ronald friction to stop the whole machine
restudent,
Takaki led the search for the of the law. I am presenting civil
porter mistook a male
clining on it in contrasting brown, source of the smoke. According to disobedience as a natural and
for another of those multitudinous Ron, "We looked through the necessary part of the great Due
stuffed animals which appear to grill in the hallway under the Process of our Law, that process
be so popular with the college set Library steps and saw spaks
of persuasion, the persuasion of
(one room actually had pink
last resort, within the boundaries
octopuses to match the pink
Three Wooster fire engines an: of the law, sometimes the only
candy!)
swered the call and quickly put kind available.
Darling little hostesses, with out the fire on a four-foo- t
cable
"Civil disobedience
involves
perfectly charming nonchalance, of the transformer there. Mr. J. E. the highest possible respect for the
sat expectantly in their rooms Clapp of the Maintenance Dept.
while numerous eligible bachelors said the only damage was to the
FLEECE LINED
roamed the halls. Fashions popu- cable.
aflar with the male guests at the
Sno-Boo- ts
fair included stylish jackets in fall
reds and grays and even bermuda
BY
shorts.
Attractive tempting displays of
Phi Sigma Iota, National Lanexotic delicacies obviously imii
ii
ported from the Far East at great guage Honorary, held its formal
initiation Monday, Nov. 7. Newly
cost expressly for this occasion
AND
lured us into the dimly lighted chosen members of the group are
rooms. A combination of spicy Margaret Geroch, Karen Kinkel,
ii
ii
wheat thins, plump dills, crunchy Ruth Long, Jean Robertson, David
peanuts, divinely stuflfecf dates, and Seaman, Marcia Thomasson and
luridly pink candies. led the un- Patricia Townsend.
After the initiation,
Kathy
witting
Brown, Black, Blonde
Doob
Sue
and
Southwick
led
a
journey's
stomach
by
to an upset
$13.95
group discussion on the works-o- f
end.
Startled by a crocodile sur three French poets: Jules Super-viellMANY STYLES
Paul Eluard and Pierre
rounded by about ten alarm clocks
in the Peter Pan corridor, w Emmanuel. The program was the
hastily gathered a handful of pea first in a series of discussions on
nuts and our wits for the next the great books and writers of
Your Safest Shoe Store
challenging adventure in domestic France.
habit observation.
inOne wry politically-minde- d
floor
first
of
habitant
a
room re
vealed her opinion of the recent
choice of national presidential
discandidates with a desk-boo- k
play. Between Jack Kennedy's
"Profiles of Courage" and a biography of Richard Nixon was a
copy of "The Ugly American."
Looking for the usual punch to
wash down the heavily salted peanuts ,we were amused at the careful arrangements of champagne,
burgundy and other liquor bottles
and wondered if there might be
some connection between the peculiar taste of the Lipton Tea and
the conspicuous emptiness of
these bottles.
The crowning moments of domestic habit; revelations came not
toe-painte-

d

"

g

Burning

lib'

Cable

Damage

Causes

fly-ing-

...

Phi Sig Welcomes
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law. If we secretly violate the law
or try to evade it or violently seek
to overthrow it, that would be disloyalty to the idea of law itself.
But when we openly disobey a law
that we hold tobe unjust and
ask for the penalty, we are saying
that we so respect the law that
we belong in jail until it is
changed."
Whether one wishes to apply it
to such seemingly unimportant
things as the rule for no smoking
on campus, or to such crucial
ones as segregation, this statement is significant. In any case of
possible civil disobedience, the
answers to several questions
should be determined.
First, quite obviously, does the
existing law or social order very
much need changing? Second, is
there no other means such as legislation by which this change can
readily be made? Third, and most
important, will the disobedience
be honestly and openly performed,
with full acceptance of the con-
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Wooster do not fully understand
the principle of this form of social
action, which has been used in
this country on a large scale only
recently in the sit-in-s
and the
Montgomery bus boycott.
One might say that this is now
past, so why bring it up again?
However, this is not just history;
some of this action is now continu-

ing, and even more may arise in
the future. If this happens, the
campus ought to be informed
enough to understand such action.
,

Bill Cool

WOMEN'S RULES,
To the Editor:
A special session of the Student
Senate on the Wooster "social

Rub

Jliango

problem" stimulated my thinking
about women's rules.
A rule like the one requiring
a woman to sign out in the evening to spend more than five
minutes in her domitory's parlor
is unnecessary. It leads to social
formality and
Academically restricting is the
rule limiting Freshmen women to
two library permissions a week.
The W.S.G.A. Administrative
Board can make changes women
are ready for in their present review of rules. The Dean of Women, Mrs. Baird, has been helpful regarding return to dormitories following Thanksgiving vacation, as has the S.F.R.C. in opening men's dormitory lounges on
Sunday afternoons.
Lynne Bischof
self-consciousne-
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sequences?-

The spirit of civil disobedience
is summed up by Gandi's term,
"Satyagraha," that is, the force
of truth or love. Without this guid-

ing fdrce he felt (and today such
others as Martin Luther King, Jr.
still feel) that civil disobedience
would not work, for it is through
this love that the opponent is won
over not destroyed or overpowered, but persuaded.
I have written this because I
feel that many of the students at
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